LATEST TENTS PROMISE GREATER COMFORT AND VALUE FOR FAMILY CAMPERS

Larger families and those campers looking for additional living space to meet a
variety of needs in different weather conditions will benefit from the superb new
rain safe side annexe that features on the new Boston 500A and Boston 600A
tents from the 2015 Easy Camp Tour Collection.
The provision of a versatile, enclosed, spacious side annexe
(pictured right) adds a further level of protection to that
campers already appreciate in the large front porch that
defines the Boston range. Not only is it a sheltered place in
which to remove and store wet, muddy clothes and footwear
in order to maintain a dry living space but it is also an ideal
place to keep outdoor toys and furniture safe under cover.
The Boston range has already established its
credentials as true family tents that are the
perfect balance between quality, performance
and features in an affordable package. The
new Boston 500A (pictured left) and Boston
600A are the latest in the four-model range
of easy-to-pitch tunnel tents that includes the
compact three-berth Boston 300 and fourberth Boston 400.
These new tents have evolved from the popular and time-proven Boston 500
and 600, sleeping five and six respectively in single rear bedrooms split in two
by a zip-down divider. The attractive tents provide large living areas with tough
full sewn-in groundsheets and a fire retardant waterproof outer with a 3,000mm
hydrostatic head and fully taped seams. Carefully positioned vents ensure
maximum airflow to keep the interior cool during the day and to control
condensation, while large windows let in plenty of natural light – curtain panels

(pictured right) Velcro into place for privacy when needed.
Pre-angled fibreglass poles ensure maximum headroom is
provided throughout.
Space can be further extended in the 500A and 600A by
using an optional awning while comfort, insulation and
maintenance can be enhanced with the addition of a carpet
and footprint.
For further information and details of your nearest Easy Camp dealer visit
easycamp.com
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